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LOT #

Lot will be added prior to the auction and is sold to benefit St.
Jude's Children's Hospital.

ST. JUDE CHARITY LOT2

Includes a sterling silver brooch with a leaf motif signed "HT"
(1-1/4" x 1-1/2") and a freshwater pearl bracelet with a 14k gold
bow clasp (8" long). Pin weighs approximately 10.6 grams. Lot is
sold to benefit the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals.

STERLING LEAF PIN & PEARL BRACELET - ASPCA
CHARITY

3

Lot will be added prior to the auction and is sold to benefit CASA
for Children.

CASA CHARITY LOT4

Includes three plates and one cup of authentic porcelain created in
an exclusive reproduction edition of Woodmere's Presidential
china. Plates are accompanied by a dessert recipe reflecting the
tastes of President Abraham Lincoln. Each piece comes in the
original box.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN WHITE HOUSE COLLECTIBLE
CHINA

5

Interior of the antique bowl features a polychrome decorated
American ship and the exterior is decorated with vignettes of an
American eagle, “James Leech” and “The Shipwright’s Arms”.
Underside is marked "Adams, England" It measures 4-3/4" tall x
10" in diameter and appears to be in nice overall condition.

ENGLISH STRAWBERRY LUSTRE “SHIP CAROLINE”
BOWL

6

Includes nine glass flower frogs in a variety of shapes and colors
plus one made of metal. They range in size from 2-1/2" to 5" in
diameter.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE FLOWER FROGS7

Seven pieces of assorted cobalt pressed glass including a 7-1/2"
bowl with saw tooth and scalloped rim, creamer & three tumblers in
grape & leaf motif, figural bird, and shallow bowl.

ANTIQUE COBALT BLUE PRESSED GLASS8

Six clear glass and crystal perfume bottes with assorted stoppers
including butterfly, Grecian mom & child, flowers and more. Ones
retains the original Irving W. Rice, Czechoslovakia factory sticker.
Bottles range in height from 4-1/2" to 8-1/2" tall.

CLEAR GLASS PERFUME BOTTLES9

LOT #

Eleven assorted perfume bottles with atomizer ranging in height
from 2" to 5-1/2" tall. Bottles come in assorted styles, colors, and
ages.

ASSORTED VINTAGE PERFUME ATOMIZERS10

Assortment of vintage vanity items including two hand mirrors,
multiple compacts, a tin of Midnight Talc, and more. Largest mirror
measures 13-1/2 long.

ASSORTED VINTAGE VANITY ITEMS11

Includes a large assortment of vintage perfume bottles, mirrored
footed tray, boxes, and more. Tray measures 15" long x 10" wide.

VINTAGE VANITY PERFUMES & MORE12

Antique vanity set consists of paper and velvet box, beveled hand
mirror, hair brush, and comb. The box is satin lined with winter
homestead scene on the front and measures 7-1/2" tall x 10" wide
x 2-1/2" deep.

VICTORIAN VANITY BOXED SET13

Five pieces of vintage lead crystal glass including a Bohemia
Glassworks lead crystal vase with original factory sticker,
marmalade dish with spoon, two serving bowls, and a 9" signed Val
St. Lambert Belgian crystal bowl.

ASSORTED VINTAGE LEAD CRYSTAL14

Three pieces of vintage pottery including a 9" Niloak pitcher vase,
2" hand painted Nippon basket, and an 11" hand painted SMF
Schramberg, Germany vase.

THREE PIECES OF MID-CENTURY POTTERY15

Includes three pieces of pottery marked "Van Briggle" with two bud
vases and a triple cornucopia vase. Tallest vase measures 8" tall.

VINTAGE VAN BRIGGLE POTTERY VASES16

Four pieces of vintage Pyrex including three turquoise and white
"Amish Butter" mixing bowl, and one pink "Daisy" divided casserole
dish with lid.

VINTAGE PYREX KITCHEN GLASSWARE17

Four pieces of vintage Pyrex including two oven ware casserole
dishes (one with lid), a lidded 1-1/2 liter dish, and one mixing bowl.

VINTAGE PYREX KITCHEN GLASSWARE18

Includes an unmarked vase with a rose and ribbon motif measuring
8-1/4" tall and a flower frog marked "Weller."

TWO PIECES OF VINTAGE WELLER POTTERY19

Twenty three pieces of assorted vintage pottery kitchen ware with
mostly Fiesta and some Taylor, Smith, and Taylor (TST). Includes
plates, cups & saucers, egg cooker, salt & pepper shakers, and

ASSORTED VINTAGE FIESTA WARE & MORE20
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Includes a set of four nesting bowls in alternating pink and white as
well as two 1-1/2 cup refrigerator dishes with lids.

ASSORTED VINTAGE PYREX "GOOSEBERRY" KITCHEN
WARE

21

Includes four FireKing splash proof bowls in the red polka dot
pattern with a 6", 5", 4-1/2" and 4" with lid plus a coordinating cruet.
Also includes two 1-1/2 cup Pyrex refrigerator dishes with lids.

VINTAGE GLASS KITCHEN WARE22

Three vintage FireKing kitchen ware in the "Apple" pattern including
a 6", 5", and 4" with lid.

THREE FIRE KING "APPLE" SPLASH PROOF BOWLS23

Seven pieces of F&F Mold & Die Works Black Americana including
Aunt Jemima syrup and shakers. The larger pieces stand 5" tall
and smaller are 3-1/2" tall.

F & F MOLD & DIE WORKS BLACK AMERICANA24

Includes one antique 16" topsy turvy doll as well as assorted
embroidery days of the week sack cloths and a mammy head cloth
trivet.

ANTIQUE TOPSY-TURVY DOLL & EMBROIDERED SACK
CLOTH

25

Four pieces of framed Black Americana collectibles including a
print of the 1905 original "The Watch on the Rine," "Wish I was in
Dixie" sheet music, a collection of cut out print poems & sayings,
and "Southern Cook Book - 322 Old Dixie Recipes." Frames range
in size from 13" to 25" long.

ASSORTED FRAMED DIXIE MEMORABILIA26

Hand painted blackface clown teapot set includes teapot
(as-found), creamer and two sugars (one missing lid). Set is made
in Japan with original Thames factory sticker. Teapot measures 8"
tall with handle.

THAMES BLACK AMERICANA CLOWN TEAPOT SET27

Mid-century ceramic black Americana fat chef cookie jar is made in
Japan. It measures 10-1/4" tall x 8" wide x 5-1/2" deep and appears
to be in good overall condition.

VINTAGE BLACK CHEF COOKIE JAR28

Mid-century ceramic black Americana mammy "Cookies" cookie jar
is marked "McCoy" and been cold painted black. It measures
10-1/4" tall x 7" wide x 7" deep and has chipped paint on the rim.

VINTAGE McCOY BLACK MAMMY COOKIE JAR29

Antique McCoy Pottery cookie jar with hand painted finish. Much of
the black paint appears to have been rubbed off, but her blue shirt
still appears vibrant. Cookie jar stands 11" tall and appears to be in
very good overall condition.

ANTIQUE MCCOY MAMMY COOKIE JAR30

Vintage ceramic Aunt Jemima cookie jar is unmarked. It measures
11" tall x 6-1/2" wide x 6-1/2" deep and appears to be in nice
overall condition.

VINTAGE BLACK AMERICANA COOKIE JAR31

LOT #

Hand painted, cast iron door stop features mammy. It measures
13" tall x 8" wide x 3" deep and appears to be in good overall
condition.

CAST IRON BLACK AMERICANA DOORSTOP32

Eight Black Americana collectibles including Aunt Dinah molasses
bottle, Little Black Sambo children's book, 1951 Corvallis' Kitchen
Secrets cookbook, and five assorted shakers and figurines (some
marked "Made in Japan"). Porcelain figurines measure 4" tall.

BLACK AMERICANA COLLECTIBLES33

Antique box contains six stenciled spice containers including
nutmeg, allspice, mace, cloves, ginger, and one unmarked. Box
measures 4" tall x 9-1/2" wide x 6-1/2" deep.

VICTORIAN SPICE BOX WITH TINS34

Incudes a set of four 3" handle pulls with embossed patent date of
Oct 1872 and five brackets ranging in size from 6" to 11-1/2"

ASSORTED ANTIQUE HARDWARE35

Large lot of antique fork and dinner knife sets with bone and antler
handles. Brands include Universal, Goodell Company, and Passaic
Cutlery Co.

ANTIQUE FLATWARE WITH NATURAL HANDLES36

Four pieces of yellow ware made by Morton Pottery with woodland
glaze including 5" shaker, 5" circa 1915 pitcher, 7" bowl, and a
9-1/2" casserole. All appear to be in nice overall condition.

FOUR PIECES OF MORTON YELLOW WARE POTTERY37

Four pieces of yellow ware pottery including a 5-1/2" creamer with
Rockingham glaze, 7" pitcher with Rockingham glaze, 8" cooking
pot in New Rock glaze by Bauer, and an 8-1/2" pitcher in peacock
pattern. All appear to be in nice overall condition.

FOUR PIECES OF YELLOW WARE POTTERY38

Four pieces of pottery with Rockingham glaze including three
yellow ware bowls - 6-3/4"/8-3/4"/10-1/2" - and a 9-1/2" pie plate.
All appear to be in nice overall condition.

ROCKINGHAM GLAZED POTTERY39

Two pieces of yellow ware made by Morton Pottery including an
embossed 10" bowl with woodland glaze and a 9-1/2" pipkin. Both
appear to be in nice overall condition.

TWO PIECES OF MORTON YELLOW WARE POTTERY40

Metal box has a hasp closure and "1852" stenciled on the front. It
appears someone added vent holes to the lid. It measures 10" tall x
9-1/2" wide x 9-1/2" deep.

VINTAGE METAL BOX41

Includes an antique white ironstone lidded thunder pot marked
"The S.P. Co, Porcelain" measuring 7" tall x 10" in diameter
(chipped handle on lid) as well as a curling iron with wood handles,
and a shaving brush marked "Ever-Ready, Pure Badger, 400 PBT."

IRONSTONE CHAMBER POT, CURLING IRON & SHAVE
BRUSH

42
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Nine pieces of assorted antique metal ware including a 9" x 8"
butter dish with cow finial marked "Meriden, B-Company, 4956,"
two pewter plates, pewter spoon, cookie plate with pedestal,
pierced silverplated dish and three severing utensils.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE METAL WARE43

Circa 1920 yellow ware pottery with blue bands is marked
"Buckeye" and includes an 8" pitcher with four 4-3/4" mugs.

BUCKEYE POTTERY PITCHER  & TANKARDS44

Eighteen pieces of green Depression glass (mainly in the "Block
Optic" pattern) including five lunch plates, seven dessert plates,
two creamer & sugar sets, bowl and rose bowl. Marks includes
Hazel Atlas.

ASSORTED GREEN DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE45

Seven pieces of Jeanette glassware in the "Iris & Herringbone"
pattern including three bowls and two creamer & sugar sets.
Largest bowl measures 11" across.

DEPRESSION ERA "IRIS & HERRINGBONE"
GLASSWARE

46

Ten pieces of green Vaseline Depression glass including two wine
goblets, set of six Imperial quilted parfait dishes, a creamer, and a
single candlestick holder.

GREEN DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE47

Four antique kerosene table lamps in assorted styles with bases
ranging in size from 10" to 11" tall (does not include chimney).

FOUR ANTIQUE GLASS KEROSENE LAMPS48

Twelve pieces of greed Depression glass including vase, shakers,
bowls, divided dish, sugar, tumbler and more.

ASSORTED GREEN DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE49

Eight pieces of antique green Vaseline Depression glass including
decanter, refrigerator dish, lids, bowls and more (some pieces are
marked Hazel Atlas). Tallest decanter measures 8" tall.

ANTIQUE DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE50

Eighteen pieces of green Depression glass in assorted patterns
including relish dish, serving bowls, cake plate, creamer & sugar,
iced tea glass, cups & saucer, plates and more.

DEPRESSION ERA GREEN VASELINE GLASS51

Twenty four pieces of antique colored glass including plates, bell,
vase, cup & saucers, tumbler, and more in a variety of patterns and
makers.

ASSORTED DEPRESSION ERA COLORED GLASSWARE52

Fifteen pieces of green Depression glass including two serving
bowls, three custards, pitcher, cake plate, four Hazel Atlas
tumblers, milk pitcher, parfait sherbet and cookie plate.

ASSORTED GREEN DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE53

Assortment of vintage kitchen items including a Russel Wright for
Chase chrome syrup pitcher, Chase chrome swan ashtray, cake
plate with chrome mid-century cover, McCoy pottery planter, and

MID-CENTURY KITCHEN ITEMS54

LOT #
covered casserole dish. Cake plate measures 11-1/2" in diameter.

Twenty two pieces of clear glass including vase, creamer & sugars,
toothpicks, dishes, compote, salt cellars, and more in a variety of
patterns and makers.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE CLEAR GLASSWARE55

Thirteen pieces of antique milk glass in assorted patterns including
large compote, milk pitcher, two creamer & sugar sets, lidded jar,
biscuit jar, fan vase, and more.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE MILK GLASS56

Antique triple cast iron candelabra appears to be marked "3369 -
70." It measures 14" tall x 11" wide.

ART NOUVEAU CAST IRON CANDELABRA57

Antique brass stand frame will hold a picture measuring 8" x 10".
Overall it measures 17" tall x 13" wide and does have some green
verdigris at the bottom.

VICTORIAN BRASS PICTURE FRAME58

Edwardian period Beaver top hat is labeled "H.E. Haskell, Crestin,
Norwich, Conn." Hat is slightly crushed but in good overall
condition. Lot also includes "Royal, Rust Resistant" clip-on bow tie.

ANTIQUE BEAVER TOP HAT & BOW TIE59

Includes a pair of Victorian button boots made by The Selby Shoe
Co., two shifts, a fan, and more.

ANTIQUE LADIES CLOTHING & ACCESSORIES60

Antique wood stereoscope viewer including several view cards
featuring people, military scenes, animals, crowds, and more.

ANTIQUE WOODEN STEREOSCOPE & VIEWER CARDS61

Ten green Depression glass single candle holders including five
footed Fostoria holders, plus five more assorted single candlestick
holders.

GREEN DEPRESSION ERA GLASS CANDLE HOLDERS62

Four pieces of antique hardware including a three piece set made
of brass, featuring dolphin brackets with toilet paper holder, hand
towel holder, and towel holders as well as an additional towel
holder. Largest holder measures 14-1/2" wide.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE HARDWARE63

Circa 1921 motion lamp depicts a forest fire and is embossed on
the cast iron base "Scene-In-Action, PAT. 1369751-75589." It
measures 9" tall x 5-1/2" wide and lights up.

ANTIQUE SCENE-IN-ACTION FOREST FIRE MOTION
LAMP

64

Circa 1920 motion lamp depicts Niagara Falls and is embossed on
the cast iron base "Scene-In-Action, Pat. Appl'd For." It measures
9" tall x 5-1/2" wide. Untested due to condition of the cord.

ANTIQUE SCENE-IN-ACTION NIAGARA FALLS MOTION
LAMP

65
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Includes a 15" long double inkwell, ink, "Viewer's Guide, Italic,
Calligraphy" book, letter openers, Speedball No. 5 Art Pen Kit,
Speedball textbook, pen holder with marble base, and more.

ASSORTED DESK ITEMS & CALLIGRAPHY
ACCESSORIES

66

Twenty four vintage and antique fountain pens with brands
including Windsor, Spencerian Falcon Silverine, Wearever, Parker,
Shaeffer, Congress, American Pencil Company, Esterbrook, Arnold
and American.

ANTIQUE FOUNTAIN PEN COLLECTION67

Seventeen vintage and antique mechanical pencils with brands
including Majestic, Autopoint, Ritepoint, Waltham, Waterman's,
Parker and more. Also includes a partial box of Scripto No. 6920
Thick Marking Lead.

ANTIQUE & VINTAGE MECHANICAL PENCILS68

Twenty six vintage pens, pencils and mechanical pencils with
brands including Autopoint, Ritepoint, Parker, Challenger, Scripto,
Stratford, and more. Some are advertising.

ASSORTED VINTAGE PENS & MECHANICAL PENCILS69

Painted bronze figure of a standard poodle is painted and appears
to be unmarked. It measures 3" tall x 5" long x 3-1/4" wide.

ANTIQUE FRENCH PAINTED BRONZE STANDARD
POODLE

70

Circa 1940 porcelain dog figurine of a daschie pup is marked
"Rosenthal, Germany" signed "G. Kuspert." It measures 3-1/2" tall
x 4" long x 3" deep and appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE ROSENTHAL PORCELAIN DASCHUND PUPPY
FIGURE

71

Includes an antique Sealyham terrier ashtray measuring 7" long
with "Y" mark, and a spelter Scottie dog pencil holder measuring
2-1/2" tall.

ANTIQUE DESK ACCESSORIES72

Antique porcelain dog figurine with candlestick holder is marked
"Hand Painted, Made Italy." It measures 10-1/2" tall x 5-1/2" wide x
3-1/2" deep and appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE PORCELAIN TOY SPANIEL CANDLE HOLDER73

Circa 1850s bisque porcelain dog figurine of a pair of pugs does
not appear to be marked. It measures 3" tall x 4" wide x 3" deep
and appears to be in good overall condition.

VICTORIAN BISQUE PORCELAIN FAIRING PUGS
FIGURE

74

Vintage porcelain dog figurine of a box is marked "CH617, Goebel -
1968." It measures 6-1/2" tall x 8" long x 2-1/2" wide and appears
to be in nice overall condition.

VINTAGE GOEBEL PORCELAIN BOXER FIGURE75

Made in England dog figurine of an Irish setter is marked
"Heredities, Charm of Creamware, England" and initialed by the
artist "A.M." It measures 4" tall x 8" long and appears to be in nice

HEREDITIES CREAMWARE IRISH SETTER FIGURE76

LOT #
overall condition.

Made in England dog figurine of a corgi is marked "Royal Doulton"
on one foot and "HN , 2559, A" on the other. It measures 3-1/2" tall
x 4-1/2" long and appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE ROYAL DOULTON CORGI FIGURE77

Antique bone china dog figurine of a Pekingese is marked "Royal
Doulton, Made in England" on one foot and "HN - 1012" on
another. It measures 3" tall x 4-1/2" long x 2" wide and appears to
be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE ROYAL DOULTON BONE CHINA PEKINGESE
FIGURE

78

Circa 1970s porcelain dog figurine of a standing Bull Terrier retains
the original Beswick factory sticker. It measures 5-1/2" tall x 7" long
x 2-1/4" wide and appears to be in nice overall condition.

VINTAGE BESWICK PORCELAIN BULL TERRIER
FIGURE

79

Two porcelain fox terrier figurines made by Lomonosov marked
"Made in USSR" including one standing measuring 4-1/2" tall and
the other lying down measuring 2-1/2" long.

TWO LOMONOSOV PORCELAIN FOX TERRIER FIGURES80

Circa 1950 porcelain dog figurine of a sitting Japanese Chin
Spaniel is marked "Erphila, Germany." It measures 3-3/4" tall x
4-1/2" long x 2" wide and appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE ERPHILA PORCELAIN JAPANESE CHIN
FIGURE

81

Antique porcelain dog figurine of a Doberman Pinscher lying down
retains the "Josef Originals" factory sticker. It measures 3-3/4" tall x
6" long x 2-1/2" wide and appears to be in nice overall condition.

JOSEF ORIGINALS PORCELAIN DOBERMAN PINSCHER82

Circa 1940s porcelain dog figurine of a German Shepherd lying
down retains the "Josef Originals" factory sticker. It measures 3"
tall x 5-1/2" long x 3" wide and appears to be in nice overall
condition.

ANTIQUE JOSEF ORIGINALS PORCELAIN GERMAN
SHEPHERD

83

Assortment of vintage jewelry featuring dogs including sterling
silver pin, charm bracelet, necklaces, pendants, brooches, and
more.

ASSORTED DOG THEME VINTAGE JEWELRY84

Four pieces of antique dog theme ephemeral including an 1887
"Seven Barks" Almanac, circa 1940s Boston Terrier "Pukey's Food
Market" advertising matchbook, July 4, 1955 Sports Illustrated
featuring the bulldog winner of the Westminster Dog Show Kippax
Fearnought, and a 1920 book "Dogs From "Life" by Thomas L
Masson.

ANTIQUE DOG EPHEMERA85
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Four Morton Studios porcelain dog figures including a 2-1/2" bull
dog pup, 3-1/2" long Pomeranian, 3" tall Pekingese, and small
collie dog. Three retain their original factory stickers and one is
stamped "Copyright by the Morten's Studio." All appear to be in
nice overall condition.

MORTON STUDIOS PORCELAIN DOG FIGURINES86

Four antique dog figures including a 3" circa 1940s Jane Callender
hand sculpted Cairn Terrier, a pair of poodles, a spaniel and a
sculpted poodle tile measuring 11" tall x 8" wide.

ANTIQUE DOG FIGURINES & SCULPTED TILE87

Assortment of collectibles featuring dogs including a 5" rolly polly
pug, brass plaque, candles, figurines, and more.

ASSORTED DOG THEME COLLECTIBLES88

Fifteen assorted antique dog figures including a 4" Victorian bisque
poodle, miniatures, cork stopper, pin cushion and more. They
range in size from 1" to 4-1/2" tall.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE DOG FIGURINES89

Made in Germany beer stein features a pug wearing glasses
holding a sign which reads "Mops was kannst du nutzen wenn du
nicht gerollt bist" and translates into "Pug what use can you do if
you haven't rolled." It measures 8" tall x 4-1/2" wide and appears to
be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE PUG GERMAN BEER STEIN90

Stoneware pottery lidded friar monk beer stein is marked "Original
King 10 - 289" in Western Germany. It measures 8-1/2" tall and
appears to be in nice overall condition.

ORIGINAL KING STONEWARE POTTERY FRIAR STEIN91

Ten assorted vintage desk and small kitchen clocks with brands
including Lux, Westclox, and more. Largest measures 5-1/2" tall.

ASSORTED VINTAGE DESK CLOCKS92

Nine assorted vintage desk and small kitchen clocks with brands
including Telechron, Westclox, Westinghouse, and others featuring
both wind-up and electric. Largest measures 5-1/2" tall.

ASSORTED VINTAGE DESK CLOCKS93

Includes two M. Hohner, made in Germany, Chromonica models
with boxes and a Koch Chromatic Harmonica advertising box.

ANTIQUE HARMONICAS & BOXES94

Vintage wooden C-tenor recorder is made in Germany by Hohner
and comes with the original box. It measures 25-1/2" long and
appears to be in nice overall condition.

VINTAGE HOHNER C-TENOR RECORDER95

Two vintage made in Germany Mollenhauer wooden recorders
including an alto (alt) which measures 19" long and a soprano
(sopran) measuring 13" long. Both come with their original boxes.

TWO VINTAGE MOLLENHAUER RECORDERS96

Three vintage recorders including an 18-1/2" Angel alto
AARB-121A with Baroque fingering (comes with case and owner's

THREE VINTAGE RECORDERS97

LOT #
manual), a 13" unmarked recorder, and a 9-1/2" Aulos recorder
(comes with paperwork).

Vintage wooden tenor recorder is made in Germany by Schneider
and comes with the original box. It measures 25-1/2" long and
appears to be in nice overall condition.

VINTAGE SCHNEIDER TENOR RECORDER98

Three vintage recorders including an alto recorder with Baroque
fingering (comes with case) and two soprano recorders.

THREE VINTAGE YAMAHA RECORDERS99

The 14k yellow gold engagement ring features a marquis cut
diamond with five round channel set diamonds on each side. Three
round prong set diamonds frame the marquis top and bottom as
part of the 14k white gold wedding band. The bands have been
soldered together. Both rings are marked "14k 001" and the stones
register as diamonds with a gem tester. Ring is approximately a
size 7-3/4. Total weight: 6-1/2 grams.

TWO-TONE 14K GOLD BRIDAL SET100

Striking 14k yellow gold ring features a round amethyst and a
teardrop aquamarine with a strip of 11 diamonds. The ring has flat
sides and is inscribed with the words "Faith" and "Patience." It is
approximately a size 8. Total weight: 15.6 grams

14K GOLD DIAMOND, AMETHYST & AQUAMARINE
RING

101

Bracelet is marked 14k and features five 10k gold charms.  Total
weight:28.7 grams

14K GOLD CHARM BRACELET102

Heart shaped locket is engraved with a pair of lovebirds on the
front and comes with an 18" chain.  Both the chain and pendant are
marked 10k.  Total weight: 5.1 grams

10K GOLD LOCKET NECKLACE103

Pin is believed to be 14k gold but is marked illegibly.  It measures
just over 1" in diameter. Total weight: 4.8 grams.

GOLD & TURQUOISE BROOCH104

Classic 16" choker style pearl strand necklace with a 14k white
gold clasp. The strand is comprised of individually knotted pearls
that measures approximately 6-1/2 millimeters in diameter. Comes
in the original presentation box.

VINTAGE INDIVIDUALLY KNOTTED CULTURED PEARLS105

Includes a gold mesh bangle bracelet (marked "14KT Italy,
1758AR") plus two profile cameo brooches -- one in pink (1-5/8"
tall) and a smaller one in peach that can be either a pin or a
pendant (marked "Danecraft, 12 KT GF"). The bracelet weighs 2.4
grams.

TWO CAMEOS & 14K GOLD ITALIAN BRACELET106

Circa 1887 Elgin 15 jewel pocket watch is a model 2 with serial
number 2343652. It features a full plate case with gilt finish
movement.

ANTIQUE ELGIN POCKET WATCH107
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Includes a pair of gold toned gladiator cuff links marked .925 (in the
original Norm Thompson box) as well as three other sets made
from foreign coins (1943 Australian penny, 1960 Canadian quarter,
and a 1939 Dutch 1 gulden).

ASSORTED MEN'S CUFF LINKS108

Includes necklaces, earrings, pendants, a ring, and barrettes. Most,
if not all, of the pieces are marked sterling or 925.

ASSORTED STERLING SILVER JEWELRY109

Includes a cuff bracelet that reads "Peace - Joy - Faith," a mother's
bracelet with birthstones and children's names, a square snake
chain bracelet, a charm bracelet, and eight individual charms.  All
are marked sterling or 925.  Total weight: 46-1/2 grams

ASSORTED STERLING SILVER BRACELETS & CHARMS110

Vintage Mexican Taxco sterling silver panel bracelet features an
intricate geometric design. It is marked sterling and 925. It
measures 7-3/4" long and 1-1/2" wide. Total weight: 51.6 grams

STERLING SILVER TAXCO BRACELET111

Sterling silver ring features a center square opal flanked by
turquoise colored aquamarine (possibly blue topaz) on each side.
Ring is marked .925 and signed with the joined AV mark for Alwan
Vahan. It is a size 9-1/4. Total weight: approximately 3 grams

ALWAND VAHAN STERLING SILVER OPAL RING112

Includes a Birks candy dish, two teaspoons, sugar spoon, a
demitasse spoon, relish fork, pastry server, and lid from a salt
shaker. Total weight: 207 grams (includes an estimation of 14
grams for the hollow handled cake server)

ASSORTED STERLING SILVER HOLLOWWARE113

Wallace baby cup is engraved "David." Mug appears to be
gold-lined and marked "Wallace, Sterling, 4227" on the bottom. It
stands approximately 3" tall. Total weight: 123 grams.

STERLING SILVER BABY CUP FOR "DAVID"114

Seven pieces of antique silver plate including "Julius" engraved cup
& napkin ring (neither appear to be marked); a second napkin ring
(marked 800); Saratoga Springs, NY souvenir spoon (marked
sterling); three-tine dessert fork (marked "800 AG"); trinket box
(very worn hallmarks, but possibly Austrian marks for .835 silver
and the Klagenfurt assay); and an unusual serving utensil
(unknown marks). Box measures 3" tall x 5" wide x 3.2" deep.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE SILVER115

Mahogany set includes two host chairs and eight side chairs with
tufted black upholstery and nail head trim. Features a burl walnut
design with floral inlay. Chairs all stand 44-1/2" tall and the arm
chairs measure 24" wide x 22" deep. They all appear to be in very
good condition with the exception for one which has a vinyl repair
on the seat.

SET OF 10 MARQUETRY DINING CHAIRS116

LOT #

Large oval mahogany dining table with twin pedestal base.
Features a burl walnut design with floral inlay. Table assembles in
three pieces for easy transport. Measures 31" tall x 51" wide x 118"
long solid tabletop. Table shows minor wear to the finish consistent
with use, but otherwise is in very good condition.

MARQUETRY DINING TABLE117

Antique quarter sawn oak tambour roll top desk has pigeon hole
dividers hanging over the desktop, two draw-leaf boards, a center
drawer and three flanking drawers on either side of the knee-hole.
Desk measures 43" tall x 60" wide x 34" deep and appears to be in
good condition.

ANTIQUE ROLL TOP DESK118

Antique quarter sawn oak office chair with leather seat and nail
head trim. Chair stands 42" tall x 28" wide x 28" deep and appears
to be in very good condition.

ANTIQUE OAK SWIVEL CHAIR119

Antique oak revolving bookcase features two tiers. It measures
33-1/2" tall x 19" square in very nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE OAK REVOLVING BOOKCASE120

Antique time clock comes in an oak case that can be hung on the
wall or free standing. It measures 39" tall x 13" wide x 12" deep
and is missing one piece of trim on the right side near the base.

ANTIQUE INTERNATIONAL TIME RECORDING CLOCK121

Lighted mahogany curio cabinet with beveled glass and glass
shelving from Pulaski Furniture. Cabinet stands 90" tall x 44" wide
x 16" deep and appears to be in very good overall condition.

PULASKI GILDED MAHOGANY CHINA CABINET122

Circa late 1700s sea chest with dovetail construction. It appears to
have its original strap hinges and the original dark green paint
shows through the red paint. It measures 18" tall x 50"long x 17"
wide

LATE-18TH CENTURY EAST COAST SEA CHEST123

Circa 1780s trunk was made in Pennsylvania by German
immigrants. It features a bear claw lock and appears to have the
original hardware and German writing across the front. Chest
measures 20" tall x 48-1/2" long x 21" wide and shows wear
consistent with age and use.

LATE-18TH CENTURY GERMAN IMMIGRANT'S TRUNK124

According to the family, the clock was built circa 1780 in Quebec,
Canada. It was purchased by Elder Stark as a Christmas gift for his
wife. He carried it through a snow storm for 20 miles on his back to
Masena, New York. The wooden works are soaked in sheep's
tallow and the original weights filled with river rocks. The clock face
has been repainted. The mahogany case features an eagle finial
and measures 87" tall 18" wide x 11" deep.

LATE-18TH CENTURY J.W. WESS GRANDFATHER
CLOCK

125
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Chair appears to have the original finish and shows wear consistent
with age and use. The chair is originally from Connecticut and has
been passed down through the same family for centuries. It stands
37" in overall height with a 16" seat height.

18TH CENTURY WINDSOR ARM CHAIR126

Chair appears to have the original finish and shows wear consistent
with age and use. The chair is originally from Connecticut and has
been passed down through the same family for centuries. It stands
36" in overall height with a 16" seat height.

18TH CENTURY WINDSOR SIDE CHAIR127

Table features two drawers and stands 29" tall x 20-1/2" wide x
22"deep Each leaf adds 10" to the width. It appears to be in good
overall condition with wear to the finish.

CIRCA 1880 DOUBLE DROP LEAF MAHOGANY SIDE
TABLE

128

Plant stand features a removable copper bowl and measures 46"
tall x 13" across.

CIRCA 1915 WROUGHT IRON PLANT STAND129

Circa 1920s mirror is in a gilded gesso and wire frame measuring
42" tall x 24" wide. It appears to be in good overall condition with
some loss to trim pieces.

ANTIQUE ADAMS STYLE MIRROR130

Mahogany chest features satinwood inlay and three small drawers
over five large drawers. It measures 54" tall x 39" wide x 21" deep
and appears to be in very nice overall condition but does have
three cigarette burns on the top.

"SOUTHERN HIGHLAND" CHEST BY DREXEL131

Full sized bed appears to be made of mixed woods including fir and
pine. It consists of headboard, footboard, and original wooden side
rails. The headboard measures 81" tall x 61" wide.

VICTORIAN HIGHBOY BED132

Chest appears to be made of mixed woods including fir and pine. It
stands 36" tall x 42" wide x 17" deep and appears to be in nice
overall condition.

CIRCA 1870s THREE DRAWER CHEST133

Antique oak sideboard has three large bottom drawers below two
smaller drawers. Tabletop has a white Carrera marble with covered
back splash (appears to have had some repairs). Topped with an
oak and beveled glass mirror. It stands 86" tall x 46" wide x 22"
deep. This piece easily disassembles for transport.

VICTORIAN MARBLE TOPPED OAK DRESSER134

Antique brass and marble plant stand measures 29" tall x 16"
across.

BRASS PLANT STAND WITH ROSE MARBLE TOP135

Antique grandfather clock is in a walnut case measuring 88" tall x
18-1/2" wide x 10" deep. It appears to be complete and comes with
key. There is some veneer bubbling on the front base, but
otherwise it appears to be in nice cosmetic condition.

CIRCA 1820 SCOTTISH GRANDFATHER CLOCK136

LOT #

Antique Douglas fir cupboard with a mustard-color finish. Cabinet
has two small top drawers and three fixed shelves. Grated wire
sides on the exterior and a latch closure on the front doors. Cabinet
measures 63" tall x 34" wide x 16" deep and appears to be in very
good condition.

ANTIQUE PAINTED PIE SAFE137

Antique jelly cupboard over pie safe features three shelves behind
upper doors and one shelf behind the lower doors with original
hardware. Lower cabinet has screened vent holes on either side. It
measures 73" tall x 41" wide x 17" deep and appears to be in very
nice overall condition.

PRIMITIVE STEP BACK CUPBOARD138

Antique quarter sawn spoon carved cabinet with beveled glass
mirror. Hutch features spiral turned posts, top shelf, and two
chamberstick shelves. Black marble tabletop sits above three
drawers and a lower cabinet. This piece disassembles for easy
transport. Measures 80" tall x 48" wide x 19" deep and appears to
be in very good condition

ANTIQUE OAK SIDEBOARD139

Circa 1890 table stands 28" tall x 21" wide 41-1/2" deep. Each leaf
add 13-1/2" (can extend to 48" when both are raised). It appears to
be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE CHERRY DOUBLE DROP LEAF TABLE140

Circa 1870s chest is made of mixed woods, but primarily pine. It
stands 39" tall x 38" wide x 18" deep and appears to be in very nice
overall condition.

ANTIQUE PINE FOUR DRAWER CHEST141

Circa 1900 commode is made of mixed woods and features one
long drawer over two side drawers and a lower cabinet. It stands
36" tall x 32" wide x 18" deep. It appears to be in good overall
condition.

ANTIQUE WASH STAND142

Circa 1870 ladder back chair is made of mixed woods and features
an oak splint seat. It stands 35" tall with a 16" seat height.

ANTIQUE SHAKER STYLE LADDER BACK CHAIR143

Circa 1870 Hitchcock style chair features the original paint and
stenciling. It stands 33-1/2" tall with a 18" seat height.

ANTIQUE HITCHCOCK STYLE CHAIR144

Circa 1870 Hitchcock style chair features the original paint and
stenciling. It stands 33" tall with a 18" seat height.

ANTIQUE HITCHCOCK STYLE CHAIR145

It measures 15" tall x 32" long and appears to be in nice overall
condition.

ANTIQUE BRASS MENORAH146

Victorian parlor table features ball & claw feet and a lower shelf
supported by brass dolphin heads. It has been shortened to coffee
table height and stands 21" tall x 29-1/2" square. It appears to be in

ANTIQUE OAK COFFEE TABLE WITH BALL & CLAW
FEET

147
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very nice overall condition.

Circa 1870s rocking chair features an oak splint seat and stands
42" tall with a 14" seat height.

ANTIQUE CHERRY WOOD LADDER BACK ROCKER148

Circa 1920s library table features a single drawer. It measures 30"
tall x 36" wide x 22" deep and appears to be in nice overall
condition.

ANTIQUE OAK LIBRARY TABLE149

Circa 1880 chest features four drawers with burled accents and
carved pulls. It stands 46" tall x 41" wide x 18" deep and appears to
be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE WALNUT CHEST150

Tiffany mantel clock with rosewood cabinet accented with brass
ormolu. Franz Hermle clock movement 351-050 Westminster with
8-chimes. Clock stands 30" tall x 14" wide x 6-1/2" deep and
appears to be in very good overall condition.

TIFFANY MARQUETRY MANTEL CLOCK151

Small Neoclassical style curio cabinet with rosewood and floral
inlay. Display has one small drawer and two glass shelves. Stands
39-1/2" tall x 17" wide x 12" deep and appears to be in very good
overall condition.

TIFFANY MARQUETRY DISPLAY CABINET152

Parlor chair features a walnut frame and velvet upholstery. It
stands 40" tall and appears to be in very nice overall condition.

VICTORIAN ARM CHAIR153

Antique quarter sawn oak desk with spiral turned posts and small
drawer. Table measures 30" tall x 40" wide x 20" deep and appears
to be in very good overall condition.

ANTIQUE OAK LIBRARY TABLE154

Circa 1905 Mission oak desk features some quarter sawn oak and
stands 43-1/2" tall x 28" wide x 16-1/2" deep. It appears to be in
very nice overall condition.

ARTS & CRAFTS OAK DROP FRONT DESK155

Antique quarter sawn ladies secretaire with drop front desktop and
large lower drawer. Some pigeon hole organizers hang above the
desktop. Desk measures 45" tall x 29" deep x 16" wide and
appears to be in good condition.

ANTIQUE OAK SECRETARY156

Circa 1890 umbrella or cane stand measures 26" tall x 12" wide 7"
deep and appears to be in very nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE OAK STICK-N-BALL UMBRELLA STAND157

Circa 1970 five globe hanging light fixture measures approximately
24" across.

CHANDELIER WITH FENTON CRANBERRY HOBNAIL
SHADES

158

LOT #

Three panel oil painting on board is unsigned but attributed to listed
California artist Arthur William Best (American, 1859-1935). It is
titled "Bright Angel Trail" verso and bears the artist's paper label
#497. The center panel measures 11" x 9" and each side panel is
11" x 5." The painting is mounted in the original triptych frame that
stands 12-3/4" tall x 22-1/2" in overall width.

ARTHUR W. BEST GRAND CANYON TRIPTYCH OIL ON
BOARD

159

Postcard size original oil painting on board depicts Mt. Hood at
sunset. It is unsigned but labeled verso by listed Oregon artist Eliza
R. Barchus (American, 1857-1959). Painting measures just 3" x
5-1/4" and is mounted in a period frame measuring 4" tall x 6" wide.

MINIATURE ELIZA R. BARCHUS "MT. HOOD" OIL ON
BOARD

160

Oil painting on canvas depicts the Three Sisters mountains at
noonday. It is signed lower right by listed Oregon artist Eliza R.
Barchus (American, 1857-1959). Painting measures 18" x 20" and
is mounted in a period frame measuring 22" tall x 28" wide.

ELIZA R. BARCHUS "THREE SISTERS" OIL ON CANVAS161

Oil painting on board depicts Mt. Hood at sunset. It is signed lower
right by listed Oregon artist Eliza R. Barchus (American,
1857-1959). Painting measures 8" x 10" and is mounted in a period
frame measuring 10" tall x 14" wide.

SMALL ELIZA R. BARCHUS "MT. HOOD" OIL ON
BOARD

162

Oil painting on board depicts a scenic landscape in the foothills. It
is signed lower right by listed California plein-air artist Dennis
Westerling (American, born 1944). Painting measures 16" x 20"
and is mounted in a frame measuring 21-1/2" tall x 25-1/2" wide.

DENNIS WESTERLING LANDSCAPE OIL ON BOARD163

Oil painting on canvas depicts a stream in the woods of Yosemite.
It is titled and signed verso by listed California artist Arthur William
Best (American, 1859-1935). Painting measures 14" x 20" and is
mounted in a period frame measuring 20-1/2" tall x 26-1/4" wide.
Provenance: the Estate of Arthur W. Best, Anne F. Best
(daughter-in-law), Oakland, California.

ARTHUR W. BEST "HEART OF THE FOREST" OIL ON
CANVAS

164

Impressionist oil painting on board depicts trees arching over the
water. It is signed lower right and dated "37" by listed Oregon artist
Clyde Leon Keller (American, 1872-1962). It is also titled "The
Quiet Pool" and signed verso. Painting measures 20" x 16"and is
mounted in original frame measuring 25-1/2" tall x 20-1/2" wide.

1937 CLYDE LEON KELLER "QUIET POOL" OIL ON
BOARD

165

Impressionist oil painting on board depicts boats tied up on the lake
shore. It is signed lower left by listed Oregon artist Clyde Leon

1949 CLYDE LEON KELLER "LAKE CRESCENT"
PAINTING

166
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Keller (American, 1872-1962). It is also titled "Morning on Lake
Crescent (from Log Cabin Resort near Port Angeles)," dated, and
signed verso. Painting measures 17-1/2" x 23-1/2" and is mounted
in original period frame measuring 21-1/2" tall x 26-3/4" wide.

Impressionist oil painting on board depicts the sky at sunset
reflected in the water. It is signed lower left and dated "1944" by
listed Oregon artist Clyde Leon Keller (American, 1872-1962). It is
also titled "Evening Glow" and signed verso. Painting measures 18"
x 24" and is mounted in original frame measuring 20-1/2" tall x
26-1/2" wide. A newspaper notification of the artist's death in 1962
is taped to the back.

1944 CLYDE LEON KELLER "EVENING GLOW" OIL ON
BOARD

167

Oil painting on board depicts a scenic river bank with trees
reflecting on the water. It is signed lower right by listed Oregon
artist Clyde Leon Keller (American, 1872-1962). Painting measures
19" x 26" and is mounted in original period frame measuring
24-1/2" tall x 31-1/2" wide. Based on the Olds, Wortman & King
Store label verso, the painting dates 1901-1944.

CLYDE LEON KELLER SCENIC RIVER OIL ON BOARD168

Expressionist oil painting on board depicts people gathered for a
Passover seder. It is signed lower right by listed Oregon artist Louis
Schaff (American, 1898-1982). Reverse bears paper inscribed with
signature, title, and dated 1962. Painting measures 16" x 20" and is
mounted in a frame measuring 19" tall x 23" wide.

1962 LOUIS LAZARE SCHAFF "PASSOVER" OIL ON
BOARD

169

Oil painting on board depicts the profile portrait of a gentleman. It is
signed lower left by listed California artist Alice Mary Leveque Best
(American, 1870-1926). Painting measures 9" x 6" and is mounted
in a period frame measuring 10-3/4" tall x 7-1/2" wide. Provenance:
the Estate of Arthur W. Best, Anne F. Best (daughter-in-law),
Oakland, California.

ALICE BEST PROFILE PORTRAIT OIL ON BOARD170

Oil painting on canvas depicts an old sea captain. It is signed lower
left by artist David Pelbam (American, 1932-2004). Painting
measures 16" x 12" and is mounted in frame measuring 19-1/2" tall
x 15-1/2" wide.

DAVID PELBAM SEA CAPTAIN OIL ON CANVAS171

Oil painting on wrapped canvas depicts the biblical scene of the
infant Moses being hidden among the reeds at the edge of the Nile
river. It is signed illegibly and dated 1887 lower right. Canvas
measures 32" tall x 52" wide.

ANTIQUE BIBLICAL OIL ON CANVAS172

Oil painting on board depicts Oregon's Multnomah Falls with the
early wood bridge.  It is signed lower left "Coates" and titled
"Multnomah Falls" verso. Painting measures 19" x 7" and is
mounted in a original period frame measuring 20-1/2" tall x 8-1/2"
wide.

COATES "MULTNOMAH FALLS" OIL ON BOARD173

LOT #

Watercolor painting on paper depicts a woman walking through a
snow covered village. It is signed lower right by listed artist John P.
Main (UK, 1893-1928). Painting measures 9-1/4" x 7-1/2" visible
and is mounted under glass in a period frame measuring 12-1/2"
tall x 10-3/4" wide.

JOHN P. MAIN SNOWY VILLAGE WATERCOLOR174

Oil painting on canvas depicts a shoeless boy playing the violin. It
is signed upper left by artist C. Fabri (Italian, 19th century).
Painting measures 21" x 10-1/2" and is mounted in original frame
measuring 26" tall x 15" wide.

C. FABRI BOY PLAYING VIOLIN OIL ON CANVAS175

Oil painting on canvas depicts a standing boy blowing bubbles. It is
signed upper right by artist C. Fabri (Italian, 19th century). Painting
measures 21" x 10-1/2" and is mounted in original frame measuring
26" tall x 15" wide.

C. FABRI BOY BLOWING BUBBLES OIL ON CANVAS176

Vintage bronze sculpture of an alpaca is marked "5175" on the
base. It measures 17-1/2" tall x 13" long x 7-1/2" wide and appears
to be in nice overall condition.

VINTAGE BRONZE ALPACA STATUE177

Limited edition cast bronze statue of a beaver bears the signature
Ken Scott and is number 9/30. Mounted on a wood base, it
measures 8" tall x 9" wide x 8" deep and appears to be in nice
overall condition.

KEN SCOTT CAST BRONZE BEAVER SCULPTURE178

Limited edition cast bronze statue of a beaver bears the signature
Ken Scott, dated '85, and is number 9/30. Mounted on a wood
base, it measures 13" tall x 12" wide x 8-1/2" deep and appears to
be in nice overall condition.

KEN SCOTT CAST BRONZE BEAVER SCULPTURE179

Limited edition cast bronze statue of a beaver bears the signature
Ken Scott, dated '85, and is number 4/30. Mounted on a wood
base, it measures 10" tall x 11" wide x 12" deep and appears to be
in nice overall condition.

KEN SCOTT CAST BRONZE BEAVER SCULPTURE180

Oil painting on canvas depicts a dog and a stag. It is signed
illegibly lower right. Canvas measures 54" tall x 26" wide and is
unframed.

VICTORIAN HUNT SCENE OIL ON CANVAS181

Antique Japanese katana with bronze tsuba. Blade measures
approximately 22-1/2" long and is character signed. Measures
33-1/2" in overall length with scabbard.

ANTIQUE JAPANESE SAMURAI SWORD182

Two vintage Asian ceramic planters feature koi fish motif on the
interior and birds & floral motif on the exterior. Each marked "Made
in China" and measures 11" tall x 14" across in good overall
condition.

PAIR OF CHINESE PLANTERS183
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Two panel, embroidered and painted silk screen features couples
strolling in a park with carved wooden frame. Screen stands 36" tall
overall with panel measuring 15" wide.

VINTAGE SMALL ASIAN TABLE SCREEN184

Shelf features an Asian bamboo carved motif made of Syrocowood
with two shelves. It measures 19-1/2" tall x 14-1/2" wide and
appears to be in good overall condition.

VINTAGE CARVED CURIO WALL SHELF185

Assorted Asian collectibles including a carved bone medicine doll,
character signed pitcher & saucer hand painted with bird motif,
riceware soup bow & saucer marked "China," three Chinese figures
(man's umbrella has been repaired), and one carved bone okimono
featuring a dog pile.

ASSORTED ASIAN COLLECTIBLES186

Ceramic Foo dog Komainu figurine is character signed and marked
"Made in Japan." It measures 6" tall and appears to be in nice
overall condition.

CIRCA 1920s JAPANESE FOO DOG FIGURE187

Includes two vintage cold painted brass snuff bottles and a
two-faced carved hard stone pendant with gold tone tassel. Larger
snuff bottle measures 3" tall.

SNUFF BOTTLES & PENDANT188

Foo dog mask is hand carved with a Chinese character mark. It
measures 9" tall x 9-1/2" wide.

ANTIQUE FOO DOG CARVED WOOD MASK189

Two antique Asian vases including one 13-3/4" tall with poppy motif
and the other is 10" tall with a textured and dragon motif.

TWO ANTIQUE METAL ASIAN VASES190

Nine assorted SE Asian figurines including seven made of metal
and two carved bone (some breakage). They range in size 2" to 4"
tall. Lot also includes an incense burner or ashtray marked "Made
in India."

ASSORTED SOUTHEAST ASIAN FIGURES191

Four pieces of Asian artwork including a woodblock print and more.
Matching frames measure 14-1/2" tall x 19" wide.

FOUR PIECES OF VINTAGE ASIAN ARTWORK192

Stained glass window features a pale yellow painted frame with
stained and slag glass leaded panes. It measures 18" tall x 39"
wide and appears to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE STAINED GLASS WINDOW193

Antique window features a primary stained glass and is mounted in
a white painted wooden frame. It measures 20-1/2" square.

ANTIQUE LEADED STAINED GLASS WINDOW194

Antique window features a center green circular stained paned
flanked bubble glass mounted in a white painted wooden frame. It
measures 19-1/2" square.

ANTIQUE LEADED STAINED GLASS WINDOW195

LOT #

Antique rope bed features spool-turned accents and consists of
headboard, footboard, and original wood side rails. Headboard
stands 43" tall x 51" wide. Bed appears to be in nice overall
condition.

CIRCA 1870 MAPLE ROPE BED196

Vintage three drawer chest has been tole painted with a
Pennsylvania Dutch theme. Top features a couple and reads "Tho'
Far From Thee, Yet True I'll Be." It measures 26" tall x 36" wide x
17-1/2" deep.

PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH STYLE TOLE PAINTED CHEST197

Step back cupboard features a beadboard back, porcelain
hardware, three shelves behind two glass doors in the upper
section, two drawers, and a lower cabinet with single interior shelf.
It measures 84" tall x 51" wide x 19-1/2" deep and appears to be in
good overall condition. Comes apart in two pieces for easy
transport.

GREEN PRIMITIVE KITCHEN HUTCH198

Hand-carved and painted wood fish trade sign measures 30" long.
It appears to be in good overall condition but is missing the tip of its
tail. Exact age is unknown.

FOLK ART FISH TRADE SIGN199

Circa 1950S dress form is adjustable in height and size. It appears
to be in nice overall condition.

VINTAGE ADJUSTABLE FEMALE DRESS FORM200

Spinning wheel appears to be complete and stands approximately
44" tall x 41" long. The wheel itself measures approximately 30"
across.

ANTIQUE SPINNING WHEEL201

Wheel measures approximately 45" across. Overall the spinning
wheel stands 61-1/2" tall x 66" long.

ANTIQUE WALKING SPINNING WHEEL202

Antique bed consists of headboard, footboard, and original wooden
side rails. The headboard measures 46" tall 55" wide. Bed is in
good overall condition but the footboard has been repaired.

CIRCA 1870 MAPLE BED203

Circa 1910s dress form is adjustable in height and size and is on
an industrial cast iron base.

ANTIQUE HALL-BORCHERT DRESS FORM204

Wooden crate features paper labels on two sides and measures 9"
tall x 21-1/2" long x 13-3/4" wide.

NIAGARA BAKERY CRACKERS & BISCUITS BOX205

Antique cabinet has two shelves behind the upper glass doors and
a single interior shelf in the lower portion. Cupboard features
wainscot lower doors and back. It stands 67" tall x 30" wide x 9"
deep and appears to be in very nice all original condition.

PRIMITIVE FOUR DOOR FIR CUPBOARD206
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It measures approximately 45" tall and the wheel is 26" across.
ANTIQUE WOOL WINDER207

Drying rack is made to be mounted to the wall above the fireplace.
It stands 75" tall x 33-1/2" wide with a 9-1/2" projection.

CAST IRON DRYING RACK208

Fabric store button and sewing notion cabinet features siding doors
in the base, three lift up storage bins, and display racks. It stands
56-1/2" tall x 60" wide x 25" deep. The left side is loose and needs
to be secured.

VINTAGE STORE BUTTON DISPLAY CABINET209

Antique mule ear rocker features a plank seat. It is small in stature
and measures 32" tall with a 15" seat height. It shows signs of
wear consistent with age and use.

CIRCA 1860 PLANK SEAT ROCKING CHAIR210

Yoke has been painted red and measures 46" in overall length.
ANTIQUE OX YOKE211

Wash tub stand is weathered and measures 19" tall x 47" long x
16" wide.

ANTIQUE WASHTUB STAND212

Trunk is constructed of repurposed wood from a Connecticut home
built in the 1680s. The lid has been painted by Oregon artist Nellie
Stark. It stands 19" tall x 27-1/2" wide x 18" deep. (Lot 344 includes
a framed 1910 photograph the same Wawecus, CT home.)

LIDDED TRUNK MADE WITH WOOD FROM 17TH
CENTURY HOME

213

Circa 1890s trunk features embossed tin panels and comes with
original tray. It measures 18" tall x 26" long x 16" wide and appears
to be in very nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE DOME TOP TRUNK214

Circa 1910 Mission oak arm chairs are made of fir with original
horsehair padded leather seats. Each chair measures 43" tall x 25"
wide x 22" deep. Chairs are structurally sound but seats need to be
replaced.

SET OF FOUR ARTS & CRAFTS LODGE CHAIRS215

Circa 1910 bookshelf is made of fir and features mortise & tenon
joints. It measures 48" tall x 48" wide x 14" deep and appears to be
in good overall condition with wear consistent with age and use.

ARTS & CRAFTS FIR BOOKSHELF216

Circa 1940s dining set includes a mahogany dining table
measuring 30" tall x 42" wide x 60" long, one 12" leaf, five side
chairs and one arm chair. Chairs feature a Federal style shield
back, padded seats, red-orange velvet upholstery and n ail head
accents. Set appears to be in nice overall condition.

CIRCA 1940s DINING TABLE & CHAIRS217

Approximately 95 pieces of Noritake Ivory china in the "Asian
Song" pattern Oriental floral motif with gold trim. Includes serving
platter, cups & saucers, dinner plates, lunch plates, bread & butter

NORITAKE IVORY "ASIAN SONG" CHINA218

LOT #
plates, bowls, serving bowls, and more. Set appears to have very
little signs of wear.

Circa 1940s mahogany china cabinet features two interior shelves
behind upper glass locking doors, center drawer and single shelf
behind lower cabinet with original hardware, It measures 72" tall x
36" wide x 15" deep and appears to be in nice overall condition.

CIRCA 1940s CHINA HUTCH219

Approximately 72 pieces of "Canton Fair" china, mainly by Home
Beautiful but some pieces are Premier. Includes dinner plates,
salad plates, rim soup bowls, serving platter, cups & saucers,
creamer & sugar, and vegetable serving bowl.

VINTAGE "CANTON FAIR" CHINA220

Circa 1940s flame mahogany buffet features a serpentine front with
three large center drawers with flanking side cabinets and upper
drawer. Made by The Morganton Collection, it measures 38" tall x
68" wide x 22" deep and appears to be in nice overall condition.

CIRCA 1940s SERPENTINE FRONT SIDEBOARD221

Circa 1940s mahogany corner cabinet features two shelves behind
the upper glass door and a single shelf in the lower cabinet. It
measures 75" tall x 29-1/2" wide x 22" deep and appears to be in
nice overall condition.

CIRCA 1940s FEDERAL STYLE CORNER CABINET222

Circa 1940s mahogany buffet features a bow front with four
drawers, two side cabinets with single shelf, two side drawers and
original hardware. It measures 36" tall x 60" long x 21" deep and
appears to be in nice overall condition.

CIRCA 1940s BOW FRONT SIDEBOARD223

Antique mahogany music cabinet is made by Udell Works with
original label and features nine interior removable shelves. It
measures 38" tall x 25" wide x 16" deep and appears to be in nice
overall condition.

ANTIQUE MAHOGANY MUSIC CABINET224

Hanging light fixture measures approximately 20" across and is
adjustable in height.

VINTAGE TURKISH CHANDELIER WITH AUSTRIAN
PRISMS

225

IGT 1995 Double Diamond 25 cent 3-reel Las Vegas slot machine,
decommissioned for personal use. Model number B4936CI, Serial
number 254606. Sits on a faux rosewood cabinet measuring 22"
tall x 27" wide x 17" deep. Slot machine stands 60" tall x 21" wide x
21" deep and appears to be in very nice overall condition. Presents
error code 12 which means it has a low battery that may need to be
replaced.

DOUBLE DIAMOND ROUND TOP QUARTER SLOT
MACHINE

226

It stands 69-1/2" tall.
VINTAGE BRASS COAT RACK227
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Lamp features cherubs with harps atop a Grecian column and
unusual shade. It measures 76" tall overall and appears to have
some signs of wear.

ANTIQUE STATUARY CHALKWARE FLOOR LAMP228

Antique four-drawer quarter sawn oak file cabinet features paneled
sides & back, with original hardware, and retains most of the
original Shaw Walker, Muskegon, Michigan label. It measures 52"
tall x 17-1/2" wide x 27-1/2" deep and appears to be in good overall
condition.

ANTIQUE SHAW WALKER OAK FILE CABINET229

Antique stoneware, hand thrown jug features floral cobalt
decoration and measures 12" tall x 7" in diameter at the base. Jug
has some minor chips at the base but overall good primitive
condition.

ANTIQUE COBALT DECORATED SALT GLAZED JUG230

Antique stoneware, hand thrown jug features some cobalt
decoration and stamped "Armstrong & Wentworth, Norwich." It
measures 14" tall x approximately 9" in diameter at the widest part.
Jug is in nice overall primitive condition.

ANTIQUE STONEWARE SALT GLAZED JUG231

Circa 1870s 6-drawer spool cabinet advertises J. & P. Coats'
Thread "For Hand and Machine, Centennial Exposition Judges
Report, Commended for Superior Strength and Excellent Quality of
Spool Cotton." It measures 18-1/2" tall x 24" wide x 16-1/2" deep
and appears to be in good primitive overall condition, showing wear
commensurate with age.

ANTIQUE J & P COATS' THREAD SPOOL CABINET232

Antique wooden crate advertises "Fairbanks Fairy Soap" and is
stenciled on all four sides with paper lid under the hinged lid. Box is
lined with a March 20, 1929 page from The Oregonian. It measures
8" tall x 17" long x 16" wide.

FAIRBANKS FAIRY SOAP STORE DISPLAY CRATE233

Antique metal cash registers is made by Add-Index Co., New York
and is mounted to a wooden drawer base. It was sold by Royal
Sales Corporation, Portland, OR with a serial number of
CD435169. Register appears to be operational and measures 18"
tall x 17-1/4" wide x 19-1/4" deep.

ANTIQUE ADD-INDEX CO. CASH REGISTER234

Antique mahogany chest for jewelry or silver is stamped "J.E.
Caldwell & Co. Philadelphia" - a major jewelry retailer from the late
1800s. Chest features lift up top, three drawer and recessed
handles on each side. It measures 18" tall x 30" wide x 22" deep
and appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE JEWELERS CHEST235

Compass is made by the Keuffel & Esser Co. and comes in the
original leather case.

ANTIQUE KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. SURVEYOR
COMPASS

236

LOT #

Eight hand tool woodworking planes in a variety of styles and sizes
with makers including A. E. Booth, Denison, Dawes, Cadman, and
others. Planes range in size from 6" to 16-1/2" long.

ANTIQUE WOOD PLANES237

Assortment of antique hand tools including levels, wooden folding
measuring rulers, draw knife, compass, pulley, and more.

ANTIQUE HAND TOOLS238

Blade measures 9-3/4" long x 8" wide on a 12" wooden handle.
ANTIQUE HAND FORGED AXE239

Antique locking oak and mixed wood tool box features hand
carvings, a lift-out tray, and two lower drawers. Comes with the
key. It measures 10-1/2" tall x 22-1/2" long x 12-1/2" deep.

ANTIQUE WOODEN TOOL CHEST240

Primitive fir tool box features a lift-out tray, and brass handles on
either end. It measures 8" tall x 20 long x 9-1/2" deep.

ANTIQUE WOODEN TOOL CHEST241

Antique wooden crate advertises "Glove Brand Rubbers" with clear
stenciling on two sides. It measures 12" tall x 28-1/2" long x 15-1/2"
wide.

GLOVE BRAND RUBBERS ADVERTISING CRATE242

The center post has nice early blue & white paint and has four
arms for drying. It stands 61" tall x 39" across with both arms
extended.

ANTIQUE PRIMITIVE DRYING RACK243

Antique pie safe features two interior fixed shelves behind two
doors (only one retains the original wire screen), lower drawer and
weathered patina. It measures approximately 40" tall x 31" wide x
12" deep.

PRIMITIVE TABLE TOP PIE SAFE244

Antique copper cooking pot features large handles with rounded
bottom. It measures 12" tall with a 23" diameter bowl and overall
width of 27" handle to handle.

LARGE COPPER KETTLE245

Antique tool box is filled with a large assortment of hand tools and
features a metal top, wooden sides and two lift out trays. Tools
include hammers, wrenches, rulers, cement trowels, sockets,
levels, and more. It measures 16-1/2 tall x 40" long x 19" wide.

LARGE ANTIQUE TOOL CHEST246

Antique wooden snowshoes are marked "Thrift Brand, Norway,
Maine - 15x48" and feature rawhide webbing. Each measures 48"
long x 15" wide.

PAIR OF ANTIQUE SNOW SHOES247

Sign was printed in 1964 by Ferry-Moore Seed Co. and is a reprint
of their original dealer sign advertising "DM Ferry and Co's,
Standard Seed for Sale Here." It is mounted in a shadow box frame
which measures 28-1/2" tall x 20-1/2" wide.

VINTAGE REISSUE OF ANTIQUE SEED ADVERTISING
SIGN

248
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Cloth American flag comes with a vintage flagpole. It measures 36"
tall x 56" long and appears to be in good overall condition with
some signs of age.

VINTAGE 50-STAR UNITED STATES FLAG249

Primitive rake has a wooden handle and 24" head. It appears to be
handmade and measures 68" long overall.

ANTIQUE WOODEN YARD RAKE250

Primitive hay fork has a wooden handle and head. It appears to be
handmade and measures approximately 70" long overall.

ANTIQUE WOODEN PITCH FORK251

Approximately 92 pieces of Fostoria "American" glassware
including plates, glasses, sherbets, mayonnaise, creamer & sugar,
serving pieces and more.

LARGE LOT OF FOSTORIA "AMERICAN" GLASSWARE252

Circa 1920s Roseville Pottery jardiniere in the "Florentine" pattern
measures 7-1/2" tall x 9-1/4" across and appears to be in nice
overall condition.

ANTIQUE ROSEVILLE "FLORENTINE" POTTERY
JARDINIERE

253

Three pieces of antique Roseville Pottery in the "Zephyr Lily"
pattern including a 6-1/2" teapot, 3" creamer, and 2-1/2" sugar bow.
All three pieces appear to be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE ROSEVILLE "ZEPHYR LILY" POTTERY TEA
SET

254

Two pieces of antique Roseville Pottery including 9" tall "Rozane
1917" basket and a 7" tall "Bittersweet" planter (stress crack at
rim).

TWO PIECES OF ANTIQUE ROSEVILLE POTTERY255

Two pieces of antique Roseville Pottery including an 122-8" vase in
the "Freesia" pattern and a 657-3" bowl in the "Bushberry" pattern.
Both appear to be in nice overall condition.

TWO PIECES OF ANTIQUE ROSEVILLE POTTERY256

Roseville Pottery vase in the "Corinthian" pattern measures 8" tall
and appears to be in nice overall condition.

1923 ROSEVILLE "CORINTHIAN" POTTERY VASE257

Two pieces of circa 1920s Roseville Pottery in the "Florentine"
pattern including an 8-1/2" urn and 2-1/2" single candlestick holder.
Both appear to be in nice overall condition.

TWO PIECES OF ROSEVILLE "FLORENTINE" POTTERY258

Two circa 1915 Roseville Pottery vases in the "Mostique" pattern
measure 10" and 6" tall.

TWO ROSEVILLE POTTERY "MOSTIQUE" VASES259

Roseville Pottery flower frog in the "Pine Cone" pattern measures
5-1/4" tall x 3-1/2" wide x 3" deep and appears to be in nice overall
condition.

ROSEVILLE "PINECONE" POTTERY FLOWER FROG260

LOT #

Four pieces of circa 1940s Roseville Pottery in the "Magnolia"
pattern including an 8" wide jardiniere 446-4 and creamer & sugar
in green plus a 6-1/2" ewer in terra cotta. All appear to be in nice
overall condition.

FOUR PIECES OF ROSEVILLE "MAGNOLIA" POTTERY261

Three pieces of circa 1940s Roseville Pottery in the "White Rose"
pattern including a pair of 1142-4-1/2" green single candlestick
holders and a 653-3" blue rose bowl. All appear to be in nice
overall condition.

THREE PIECES OF ROSEVILLE "WHITE ROSE"
POTTERY

262

Two Arts & Crafts Roseville Pottery vases in the "Mostique" pattern
measure 6" tall and appear to be in good overall condition.

TWO ANTIQUE ROSEVILLE "MOSTIQUE" POTTERY
VASES

263

Roseville Pottery bowl in the "Imperial" pattern measures 3" tall x
8" across and appears to be in nice overall condition.

CIRCA 1920 ROSEVILLE "IMPERIAL" POTTERY BOWL264

Antique Roseville Pottery bowl in the "Mostique" pattern measures
3" tall x 9" across and appears to be in nice overall condition.

CIRCA 1915 ROSEVILLE "MOSTIQUE" POTTERY BOWL265

Four pieces of antique Roseville Pottery including a "Carnelian"
blue 5" vase, "Columbine" blue 4-1/4" vase, "Foxglove" pink 42-4
vase, and "Bleeding Heart" pink 138-4" vase (chip).

FOUR PIECES OF ANTIQUE ROSEVILLE POTTERY266

Large assortment of Franciscan "Hacienda Gold" dishes. Includes
nine dinner plates, nine salad plates, nine soup bowls, eight cups,
two serving bowls, gravy boat, covered butter dish, oval divided
vegetable bowl, two creamers, two sugar bowls (only one with lid),
water pitcher, pair of salt & pepper shakers, and a 14" oval platter.
Most pieces are in good overall condition, but some are chipped.

FRANCISCAN "HACIENDA GOLD" DINNER WARE267

Two Bohemian cobalt vases with hand painted gold and floral
motifs. One features a cased glass ruffled edge with original
"Bohemia Crystal" factory sticker measuring 10" tall. The other
carries the original "Bohemia Glass" factory sticker and measures
8" tall. Both appear to be in very nice overall condition.

TWO BOHEMIA CZECHOSLOVAKIA BLUE COBALT
VASES

268

Four pieces of Bohemian crystal hand-painted with gold and floral
motifs. Includes 2 small mustard pots, a three-toed bowl, and a
covered jar in the shape of a pear. The largest piece is 9" tall. All
appear to be in very nice overall condition.

VINTAGE BOHEMIA CZECHOSLOVAKIA GLASSWARE269

Includes one large and three small Bohemian crystal brandy
snifters hand-painted with gold and floral motif. The largest stands
7" tall. All appear to be in very nice condition.

VINTAGE BOHEMIA CZECHOSLOVAKIA GLASSWARE270
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Nine pieces of Bohemian crystal hand-painted with gold and floral
motifs. Includes one brandy snifter, a decanter, two small goblets,
a champagne flute, and a set of four shot glasses. The largest
stands 10" tall. All pieces appear to be in very nice condition.

VINTAGE BOHEMIA CZECHOSLOVAKIA GLASSWARE271

Three Bohemian crystal vases hand-painted with gold and floral
motifs. The largest stands 10" tall. All appear to be in very nice
overall condition.

VINTAGE BOHEMIA CZECHOSLOVAKIA VASES272

Gorgeous oak multi-drawer library bureau features (14) drawers,
mortise & tenon joints, original hardware, and appears to be signed
by the maker. It measures 58" tall x 20" wide x 17" deep and
appears to be in very nice overall condition.

OAK FLAT FILE CABINET273

Oak multi-drawer file cabinet features six drawers and paneled
sides. It measures 48" tall x 18" wide x 17" deep and appears to be
in nice overall condition.

VINTAGE OAK LIBRARY BUREAU274

Antique mahogany bookcase features two shelves with reeded
accents. It measures 36" tall x 30" wide x 12" deep and appears to
be in nice overall condition.

ANTIQUE MAHOGANY BOOKCASE275

Antique wooden camera tripod has been repurposed as a floor
lamp and currently stands 58" tall.

ANTIQUE CAMERA TRIPOD FLOOR LAMP276

Tea table features inlaid satinwood marquetry, carved legs, and a
lift off glass tray. It stands 19" tall x 27 wide x 19" deep and
appears to be in very nice overall condition.

CIRCA 1930s WALNUT TEA TABLE277

Entryway or sofa table is done in a walnut finish and stands 30" tall
x 60" long x 20" deep. It appears to be in good overall condition.

CIRCA 1920s CONSOLE TABLE278

Antique end table features fluted legs, decorative metal base, and
a square metal top. It stands 19-1/2" tall x 18" wide x 18" deep. The
original paint on the top does show signs of wear.

CIRCA 1920 METAL SIDE TABLE279

Bookcase consists of top, three sections, and base but has no
glass front doors. It stands 43" tall x 34" wide x 12-1/2" deep and
appears to be in good overall condition with wear consistent with
age and use.

OAK THREE STACK LAWYER'S BOOKCASE280

Antique Capodimonte style table lamp features a floral motif and
pierced body. It measures 35" tall to the top of the finial with an 18"
tall x 12-1/2" wide shade.

ANTIQUE PORCELAIN TABLE LAMP281

Antique mahogany bookcase features two shelves with reeded
accents. It measures 36" tall x 34" wide x 24" deep and appears to

ANTIQUE MAHOGANY CORNER BOOKCASE282

LOT #
be in nice overall condition.

Circa 1920s floor lamp comes with the original cloth shade which
shows signs of wear. Lamp stands 72" tall x 26" across.

ANTIQUE FLOOR LAMP283

Gelatin silver print mounted to archival board. Pencil signed, titled,
dated, lower right and numbered 2/8 lower left by artist Volker
Seding (German/Canadian, 1943-2007). Artist stamp verso
indicates the photo was taken in 1995 and printed in 1996. Photo
measures 7" x 8-3/4" and is matted and mounted under glass in a
frame measuring 17" tall x 18-3/4" wide.

VOLKER SEDING "CHINA SERIES #44" FRAMED
PHOTOGRAPH

284

Albumen print, made by hand in the 19th Century style, with
chemical recipe and printing method personally designed by artist
Zoe Zimmerman (American, born 1965). Photograph measures
3-1/2" x 4-1/2" visible and is matted and mounted under glass in a
frame measuring 21-1/4" tall x 17-1/4" wide.

ZOE ZIMMERMAN FRAMED ALBUMEN PRINT285

Antique pastel is a portrait of a young girl.  It is signed and dated
"1875" upper right by listed artist Anna Vogel (American, late 19th
century) and is after a painting by artist Jean-Baptiste-Camille
Corot (French, 1796 - 1875) as it is signed "COROT" lower right.
There appear to be a few tears around the edges but the main
image is intact.  It is mounted under glass in a frame measuring
27-1/2" tall x 22-1/2" wide.

ANNA VOGEL PORTRAIT PASTEL286

Print depicts a young girl holding a bouquet of lilies with a bird on
her shoulder.  It is mounted in a period frame measuring 25" tall x
21" wide.

VICTORIAN FRAMED PRINT287

Large assortment of pins, badges, tags and tokens including Junior
Lake Oswego Police, Studebaker, Sambos cup of coffee wooden
tokens, Hard Rock Cafe pins, souvenir, sports, and more.

ASSORTED PINS, BADGES, TAGS & TOKENS288

Large assortment of tags, pins and tokens including "Licensed Junk
Dealer" star, American Red Cross Volunteer, Special Deputy
Sheriff, Armona Fire Ladies, Engineers Genie Canada, 1935
Licensed Chauffeur tag, Pierce County Fire District No. 2, and
more.

ASSORTED PINS , TAGS & TOKENS289

Eighteen political campaigning buttons and more plus one
presidential inauguration pendant. Politicians including
Goldwater-Miller, Hess for Governor, Mark Hatfield for governor,
George Bush '88, Clinton-Gore, and others. Sizes range from 1" to
3-1/2" across.

ASSORTED VINTAGE POLITICAL CAMPAIGN BUTTONS290
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Includes a circa 1970s Galvin Camera Mfg. View 2-1/4 x 3-1/4"
with brochure plus two Lisco Regal film holders.

VINTAGE GALVIN CAMERA WITH FILM HOLDERS291

Includes an Exakta VX and an Exakta VX IIa -- both manufactured
by Ihagee Kamerawerk in Dresden. One comes in the original box,
the other with a leather case, and both have original paperwork.

TWO VINTAGE EXAKTA CAMERAS292

Includes a Canon Coronet QL19, an Exakta VX IIa, Heinz Kilfitt
300mm F5.6 Kilar telephoto lens, and a General Electric exposure
meter.

TWO VINTAGE CAMERAS & ACCESSORIES293

Large assortment of vintage camera equipment including a Kodak
Instamatic 104, antique Universal Roamer II camera, Heiland
Honeywell Tile-A-Mite bracket, flashes (Sunpak, Canon & Vivitar),
projection lamp, camera case, and more.

ASSORTED VINTAGE CAMERAS & EQUIPMENT294

Includes a Konica Super8-6TL movie camera, Brownie 8mm movie
camera with f/1.9 lens and a Zeiss Idon Idoscope slide viewer with
case.

TWO VINTAGE 8MM MOVIE CAMERAS & SLIDE VIEWER295

Lemco radio telephone crystal set is a no. 340 manufactured by
Lee Electric and Manufacturing Co. Comes with a pair of Airline
Radio 2000 OHM special headphones. Box measures 5" tall x
6-1/2" wide x 3-3/4" deep.

ANTIQUE LEMCO RADIO TELEPHONE CRYSTAL SET296

Circa 1950s RCA Victor 45 RPM record player (no speaker) holds a
stack of up to twelve 7" fine groove records. It measures
approximately 6-1/2" tall x 9" wide x 7" deep.

VINTAGE RCA VICTOR TURN TABLE RECORD PLAYER297

Vintage slide projector is a model MK and comes in the original
case with paperwork. Case measures 5" tall x 16-1/2" wide x 9"
deep.

VINTAGE SPENCER DELINEASCOPE WITH CASE298

Circa 1910s typewriter measures 9" tall x 15-1/2" wide x 12" deep.
It appears to be in very nice condition and seems to work.

ANTIQUE UNDERWOOD MANUAL TYPEWRITER299

Circa 1940s typewriter measures 9" tall x 15-1/2" wide x 15" deep.
It appears to be in good overall condition but needs lock
adjustment.

VINTAGE ROYAL TYPEWRITER300

Circa 1920s Underwood manual typewriter features extra green
keys. It measures 9" tall x 16" wide x 13" deeps and appears to
work (needs ribbon). Comes with an Oregon Typewriter & Recorder
Co. plastic cover.

ANTIQUE UNDERWOOD MANUAL TYPEWRITER301

Eleven antique hardbound books featuring historical novels and
non-fiction with nine titles by Nobel Prize laureate Henryk

ANTIQUE POLISH HISTORY & NON-FICTION BOOKS302

LOT #
Sienkiewicz (including his famous :Quo Vadis"), as well as "The
Land of the Rainbow - Poland and Her People" by Violet Mason,
and "Pedalling Poland" by Bernard Newman. Dates range from the
1890s to the 1930s.

Six antique volumes including "The Poetical Works of Jean
Ingelow," "Lucile" by Owen Meredity, "Lalla Rookh" by Thomas
Moore, "Paul and Virginia" by Maurice Leloir, and "The Unknown
Quantity" by Henry Van Dyke." Books measure approximately 7"
tall x 5" wide.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE BOOKS303

Six volumes pertaining to assorted artists including three circa
1880s "Artist Biographies" featuring Raphael, Michael Angelo, Fra
Angelico, Murillo, Titian, Guido Reni and others; two "Masterpieces
in Colour" about Vigee LeBrun and Van Dyck; and "Seven
Centuries of Painting - A Loan Exhibition of Old and Modern
Masters" circa 1940.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE & VINTAGE ARTIST BOOKS304

Four volumes of antique medical reference books including "An
American Doctor's Odyssey," "Life Begins at Forty," "Health at
Home, or Hall's Family Doctor," and "Health and Longevity." Dates
range from the late 1800's to the early 1900s.

ANTIQUE MEDICAL REFERENCE BOOKS305

Twelve antique volumes on teaching a foreign language and books
written in a foreign language including French, Spanish, and
others. Dates range from 1856 to the 1920s.

ANTIQUE FOREIGN LANGUAGE PRIMERS & BOOKS306

Nineteen antique poetry volumes and more including "A Woman of
No Importance," "New Heavens and A New Earth," "Echoes of the
Foothills," "Empty Shells," "Poetical Works of Whittier,"
"Longfellow's Complete Poems," and more. Dates range from
1870s to 1890s.

ASSORTED VICTORIAN ERA POETRY BOOKS & MORE307

Twelve vintage books on cats with titles including "Cat Watching"
by Desmond Morris, "The Spotted Sphinx" & "Living Free" by Joy
Adamson, "Cats of Destiny," "The Complete Book of Cats," "How
to Live with a Calculating Cat" by Eric Gurney, and more. Dates
range from the 1940s to the 1980s.

VINTAGE BOOKS ON CATS308

Nineteen volumes of assorted anthologies including "The Woollcott
Reader," "Plato's Republic," "Short Story Classics," "The Faulkner
Reader," "The Collected Tales of A.E. Coppard," "Masterpieces of
American Literature," "Classic Myths," more. Dates range from the
1890s to 1930s.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE BOOKS309

Twenty volumes of autobiographies and memoirs with titles
including "Two Years Before the Mast" by Richard Henry Dana,
"The Goldfish" by Arthur Train, "A Fortune to Share" by Vash Yong,
"Autobiographies and Letters" by Orville, and more. Dates range

ANTIQUE AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL BOOKS310
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from the 1870s to the 1960s.

Includes a #4 divided griddle measuring 8-3/4" x 13-1/4" and a
Griswold #8 griddle measuring 20" long x 10-1/4' wide.

TWO ANTIQUE CAST IRON GRIDDLES311

Four antique cast iron skillets including two #8 Wagner Ware, one
#10 Wagner Ware and one #8 Griswold. All appear to be in good
overall condition.

FOUR ANTIQUE CAST IRON SKILLETS312

Two antique #7 cast iron kettles. One is marked "FBK - 7" and
measures 10" x 5-1/2" and the other is marked "Made in USA, No.
7 - 10-1/2 IN." Both appear to be in good overall condition with
some rust spots.

TWO ANTIQUE CAST IRON FLAT BOTTOM KETTLES313

Antique table lamp features a brass font with painted daisy milk
glass shade. It measures 20" tall with a 10" shade.

ANTIQUE MONTGOMERY WARD KEROSENE OIL LAMP314

Approximately 31 pieces of clear etched glassware including wine
goblets, sherry glasses, saucers, sherbets, and bowl. Overall
appear to be in good overall condition but a few minor rim chips
can be found.

ANTIQUE ETCHED GLASSWARE315

Approximately 29 pieces of assorted china and porcelain with eight
cups & saucers, bowls, plates, footed bowl, trinket box, milk pitcher
and more. Some cracks and chips were found.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE CHINA & PORCELAIN316

Six vintage restaurant ware plates including a Pearl Harbor
Submarine Base plate and a Southwest plate plus a gravy boat.
The largest plate measures 14" in diameter.

VINTAGE RESTAURANT WARE CHINA317

Twelve pieces of china including a set of four Johnson Bros. "The
Friendly Village" side plates plus two custard cups, assorted
antique china side plates, a creamer, two Lenox figural swan
dishes, and more.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE CHINA318

Twenty-three of Theodore Haviland Limoges china in the "Miramar"
pattern including cups, saucers, soup bowls and underplates.

HAVILAND LIMOGES "MIRAMAR" CHINA319

Assortment of vintage china including plates, bowl, creamer and
shaker by Franciscan ware plus a pitcher, shakers, creamer &
sugar, platter, butter cover and small bowl by Vernon ware.

ASSORTED VINTAGE CALIFORNIA DINNER WARE320

Five pieces of vintage California pottery including a pink Bauer
planter marked "545 - 10" measuring 9-1/2" tall x 11" across, two
vases, footed bowl and a stork figurine.

VINTAGE CALIFORNIA POTTERY321

LOT #

Assortment of vintage glass and china including a 10" etched glass
water pitcher, John F. Kennedy trinket dish, bone crochet hooks,
china, Mr. & Mrs. Lynden B. Johnson souvenir plate, and more.

ASSORTED VINTAGE COLLECTIBLES322

Twenty four pieces of bone china featuring a pink rose with cobalt
band pattern marked "Bassett, Czecoslovkia" including cups &
saucers, casserole, serving dishes, plates and bowls. Lot also
includes two Royal Albert bone china cups in "Lavender Rose"
pattern.

BASSETT CZECHOSLOVAKIA BONE CHINA323

Sixteen pieces of dinner ware marked "Sango Splash-4951"
including four dinner plates, four bowls, and eight lunch plates.

SANGO SPLASH CHINA DINNERWARE324

Includes 40 pieces - service for eight - of Studio Nova china in the
"Classic Garden" pattern with dinner plates, lunch plates, bowls,
cups, and saucers. Dinner ware is oven to table, dishwasher safe,
and microwave safe.

VINTAGE STUDIO NOVA "CLASSIC GARDEN" DINNER
WARE

325

Antique doll has a bisque porcelain head stamped "C.M.
Bergmann, Waltershausen, 1916, 10a" with composite body,
sleepy eyes, and open mouth with four teeth (hands are missing
some fingers). Doll measures 27" long.

ANTIQUE GERMAN C.M. BERGMAN 1916 10a DOLL326

Antique doll has a bisque porcelain head which appears to be
stamped "Paris, 301" with a painted wooden body, sleepy eyes,
and open mouth with teeth. Doll measures 18" long and shows
signs of age.

ANTIQUE FRENCH DOLL327

Dolls measures 16" and 24" long.
TWO ANTIQUE DOLLS - AS FOUND328

Circa 1930s Fanny Brice flexy metal, composition and wood doll is
made by Ideal. She measures approximately 12" tall and shows
signs of age to the composition portions.

ANTIQUE FANNY BRICE DOLL329

Circa 1960s Barbie is blonde in her original box and comes with a
large assortment of doll outfits, shoes, and more. She is marked
"Midge, copyright 1962 - Barbie, copyright 1958 by Mattel Inc." Doll
measures 12" tall.

GENUINE TEEN AGE FASHION MODEL BARBIE BY
MATTEL

330

Includes a Ken doll made by Mattel with copyright of 1960 as well
as clothes, shoes, and more. Doll measures 12" tall.

CIRCA 1960 MATTEL KEN DOLL & ACCESSORIES331

Includes two Ideal Toy dolls marked "BS-12" plus extra clothing,
suitcases, hangers, hats and more. Each doll measures 12" tall.

CIRCA 1960s IDEAL TOY DOLLS & ACCESSORIES332
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Walnut showcase features a locking lid with key and felt lined lift
out tray. It measures 3-1/2 tall x 18" wide x 12" deep and appears
to be in nice overall condition.

VINTAGE WALNUT TABLE TOP SHOWCASE333

Includes five table top showcases with locking glass lids and key.
Showcases store in a wooden carrying case measuring 15" tall x
19-1/2" wide x 13-1/2" deep. Each showcase measures 2-1/2" tall x
18" wide x 12" deep.

STACKABLE OAK SHOWCASES WITH CARRYING
CRATE

334

Includes five table top showcases with locking glass lids and key.
Showcases store in a wooden carrying case measuring 15" tall x
19-1/2" wide x 13-1/2" deep. Each showcase measures 2-1/2" tall x
18" wide x 12" deep.

STACKABLE OAK SHOWCASES WITH CARRYING
CRATE

335

Fifty three pieces of circa 1950s Wm. Rogers Mfg. Co. silver plate
flatware in the "Magnolia" pattern with a service for 8 including
dinner forks, salad forks, tablespoons, dinner knives, and serving
pieces.

MID-CENTURY WILLIAM ROGERS EXTRA PLATE
FLATWARE

336

Antique silver plate punch bowl set by Wallace in the "Baroque"
pattern includes punch bowl, twelve cups, 21" under platter, and
ladle. Bowl measures 10" tall x 15" across.

WALLACE "BAROQUE" PUNCH BOWL SET337

Antique silver plate coffee service is made by Wallace in the
"Baroque" pattern. Includes coffee pot, tea pot, creamer, sugar,
and footed platter. Platter measures 17-1/2" wide x 29" long,
handle to handle.

ANTIQUE WALLACE "BAROQUE" COFFEE SERVICE338

Antique Wallace silver plate in the "Wallace" pattern includes a flat
bottom handled bowl measuring 15" across and a 10" champagne
ice bucket.

ANTIQUE WALLACE "BAROQUE" SILVER PLATE339

Five pieces of antique silver plate including a 12" chaffing dish,
condiment set (P. Bros. silver mark), Sheridan creamer & sugar,
and bowl.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE SILVER PLATE340

Thirteen pieces of antique silverplate including platters, trays, gravy
boat, covered dishes, steamed milk pitcher, creamer, sugar, and
more. Largest platter measures 13" wide x 20 long, handle to
handle.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE SILVER PLATE341

Four piece set comes in the original box and appears to never been
used. Service is style no. YH354 and includes coffee pot, creamer,
sugar, and tray. Box measures 14-1/2" tall x 14-1/2" wide x 7"
deep.

GORHAM BARONIAL SILVERPLATED COFFEE SERVICE342

LOT #

Antique single steer horns range in size from 19" to 24" long with
approximately 3" diameter bases.

THREE ANTIQUE STEER HORNS343

Includes a framed 1910 photograph of a Wawecus, Connecticut
home "Maplehurs" built in the 1680s measuring 12" x 14" with
frame, two 12" x 14" Adirondack frames and a 13" x 10" mid-1800s
cherry frame. The chest in lot 213 is made from wood reclaimed
from this home and the cast iron door in lot 359 is from its brick
oven.

ANTIQUE PHOTO 1680s HOMESTEAD & MISC. FRAMES344

Assorted advertising and memorabilia from the 1939 movie "Gone
with the Wind" including a 34" x 26-1/2" foam core print of Ashley
Wilkes, 15-1/2" x 22" framed print, 39" x 26" limited edition poster
(#267/300) with Scarlett O'Hara and Rhett Butler, and two cards.

"GONE WITH THE WIND" MOVIE MEMORABILIA345

Includes approximately 29 prints of various scenes of the 1939
movie "Gone with the Wind" - all signed by artist Charles Gehm.
Includes some duplicates and ranging in size from 11-1/2" to 22"
tall.

"GONE WITH THE WIND" SIGNED PRINTS346

Each costume design print from the iconic 1939 movie "Gone with
the Wind" is signed and numbered by the artist Walter Plunkett
(American, 1902-1982). Folio includes limited edition prints of five
different costumes with the original envelope which measures 22"
tall x 17" wide.

"GONE WITH THE WIND" COSTUME DESIGN PRINTS347

1939 movie booklet is sold in theaters showing "Gone with the
Wind." It includes photos of characters from the movie as well as
Fact about the Production. It measures 12" tall x 9" wide and is in
good overall condition but does show signs of age.

"GONE WITH THE WIND" MOVIE BOOKLET348

Includes 10-1/2" x 8" foam core prints and two 8" x 10"
autographed photographs from the iconic 1939 movie "Gone with
the Wind." The photos are signed by Ric Holt who played Beau
(son of Melanie Wilkes) in the movie. Includes scenes from the
movies and the actors at the Atlanta premier.

ASSORTED "GONE WITH THE WIND" PHOTO
COLLECTIBLES

349

Includes four of the original five doll set from the iconic 1939 movie
"Gone with the Wind." Includes both dolls and outfits. Dolls
measure approximately 8" tall.

ANTIQUE "GONE WITH THE WIND" PAPER DOLLS350

Advertising one-sheet poster for the 1948 Oscar nominated movie
"Sitting Pretty" starring Robert Young, Maureen O'Hara and Clifton
Webb. It was produced by Twentieth Century Fox Films and
directed by Walter Lang. Poster measures 41" tall x 27" wide.

"SITTING PRETTY" ADVERTISING MOVIE POSTER351
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Circa 1956 sheet music from "Somebody Up There Likes Me,"
boxer Rocky Graziano's biopic, based on his autobiography, from
childhood to his World Middleweight Championship title win at age
28 in 1947. It is signed "To my Buddy, good luck" and autographed
by Rocky Graziano. According to the attached newspaper clipping,
it appears to have been dedicated to Buddy Willson, a West Linn
high school student who lingered more than 250 days in a coma in
1956-57. In a frame measuring 16" tall x 13" wide.

ROCKY GRAZIANO SIGNED SHEET MUSIC352

Movie promo cardboard cutout standee features the Gill-Man from
the 1954 movie horror "Creature from the Black Lagoon." It is
signed by Bill Chapman (the actor who played the Gill-Man) "Aloha
- Welcome to my 'Black Lagoon' Bill Chapman, Hawaii 7-24-04." It
measures 72" tall x 32" wide and is double sided.

SIGNED "CREATURE FROM THE BLACK LAGOON"
STANDEE

353

1975 advertising one-sheet poster from the Film Festival screening
of "James Bond 007 Thunderball" has been affixed to a foam
board. It measures 41" tall x 27" wide.

"JAMES BOND - THUNDERBALL" FILM FESTIVAL
POSTER

354

Three Harry Potter by J.K. Rowling Scholastic book advertising
cardboard cutouts including two June 21, 2003 countdown to the
release of "Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix" measuring
67" tall x 19" wide and one July 16, 2005 release announcement of
"Harry Pottery and the Half-Blood Prince" measuring 58" tall x 21"
wide.

"HARRY POTTER" BOOK RELEASE ADVERTISING
CUTOUTS

355

Assorted antique ephemera including a Thelma Mardis signed
photo from the "Four Queens of the Air" trapeze act, a circa 1938
Greater European Olympia Circus souvenir program autographed
by Thelma Mardis, other circus and amusement publications, and a
September 1939 issue of "Popular Mechanics" magazine with an
article on trapeze artists.

ANTIQUE CIRCUS ADVERTISING & OTHER EPHEMERA356

Oil painting on board depicts a cart in front of a Western
homestead in the desert. It is signed and dated lower right what
appears to read "Norman H. Shaw 1966." The painting measures
20" x 24" and is mounted in a period frame measuring 26" tall x
29-1/2" wide.

NORMAN SHAW DESERT HOMESTEAD OIL ON BOARD357

Antique hardware including locking mechanism and matching
skeleton key. It measures 5" tall x 8" wide x 2-3/4" deep and
appears to be operational.

ANTIQUE DOOR LOCK HARDWARE358

LOT #

Antique cast iron door was rescued from the brick oven in a
Connecticut home built in the 1680s. It measures 17-1/2" tall x
30-1/2" wide x 8" deep.  (Lot 344 includes a framed 1910
photograph the same Wawecus, CT home.)

ANTIQUE CAST IRON DOOR FROM BRICK OVEN359

Includes an antique firkin measuring 11-1/2" tall x 6" across and a
lidded pantry box with wood & bail handle measuring 9-1/2" tall x
10" across. Both appear to be in good overall condition.

PRIMITIVE FIRKIN & PANTRY BOX360

Antique hand scraped shallow dough bowl measures 26" long x
20-1/2" wide.

PRIMITIVE WOODEN DOUGH BOWL361

Antique lidded pantry box features old blue paint. It measures 11"
tall x 16" wide.

PRIMITIVE PAINTED PANTRY BOX362

Industrial fan is made by General Electric and features an
adjustable head with cast iron base. It measures 21" tall x 18"
across.

VINTAGE GE INDUSTRIAL DESK FAN363

Circa 1880s school bell comes with a family provenance note
indicating the bell is from the Wawecus Hill school house (built in
1860 and burned down around 1934). It measures 8" tall x 5-1/2"
wide.

ANTIQUE SCHOOL HOUSE BELL364

Scrapbook features samples of assorted antique wallpaper. It
measures 14" tall x 11" wide x 2-1/2" deep and appears to be
nearly full with over 17 pages.

ANTIQUE WALLPAPER SCRAPBOOK365

Antique brass andirons are stamped Rostand, N" measure 14" tall
x 9" wide x 18" deep.

ANTIQUE PAIR OF BRASS ANDIRONS366

Antique egg carton is stenciled "Protecto-Crate, Eggs, Fragile" on
the lid with cardboard dividers on the interior. It measures 6" tall x
12" wide x 12" deep.

ANTIQUE PROTECTO GALVANIZED EGG CRATE367

Three pairs of antique ice skates including a pair of boot skates
made by Nestor Johnson Mfg. Co. and two pair of strap on skates
(one is made by The Samuel Winslow Co. size 10-1/2).

ANTIQUE ICE SKATES368

Antique mantel clock has a Gilbert face with Ingraham body. Lot
also includes assorted clock parts. It measures 11" tall x 16" wide x
7" deep.

ANTIQUE MANTLE CLOCK & CLOCK PARTS369

Primitive stoneware crock features a cobalt "6" inside a crown. It
measures 17" tall x 13-1/2" in diameter and appears to be in good
overall condition with some signs of age.

ANTIQUE STONEWARE 6-GALLON LIDDED CROCK370
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Antique milk can has been painted blue and is embossed "WDP
33, REG CAL." It measures 19" tall x 8-1/2 in diameter and
appears to be in good overall condition.

ANTIQUE MILK CAN371

Four pieces of antique cast iron including a Trick Dog mechanical
coin bank, trolley, and two horse drawn fire wagons (one is a ladder
wagon and the other is a water wagon).Largest measures 15" long.

ASSORTED ANTIQUE CAST IRON TOYS & MORE372


